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Abstract
This thesis includes descriptions of the tasks made in professional practice and their solutions. 
Descriptions of tasks are detailed and include samples and background information. Tasks are 
related to Microsoft Windows Azure platform and are for the most part implemented using 
ASP.Net and C# but also interoperability is demonstrated with Java programming language.
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ADO.Net – ActiveX Data Object with .Net Framework
ASP.Net – Active Server Pages with .Net Framework
HMAC – Hash-based Message Authentication Code
HTTP – Hypertext Transfer Protocol
HTTPS – Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure
IIS 7 – Internet Information Services
JRE – Java Runtime Environment
LINQ – Language Integrated Query
REST – Representational State Transfer
SDK – Software Development Kit
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WCF – Windows Communication Foundation
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1. Introduction

1.1. Properties and common parts

In the earlier parts of the thesis are introduced and explained some of the core functionalities 
and implementation which were explored or used in the implementations.

First are explained the properties which were used in the implementation. This hopefully will 
provide some information about how those properties work and will make the later parts of the 
thesis more understandable.

In the second part are explained the common implementations or other functionalities which 
have been used throughout the implementation. This hopefully will help the forming of whole 
picture of the project and make it easier to understand what each part of the implementation 
does.

1.2. Implementations

In the implementations the work itself is described in detail. The descriptions focus mostly on 
the worker roles since they are the more active part in the implementation.

Each different version of the implementation is broken in multiple logical parts to hopefully 
make the text more comprehensible. Text is broken so that different tasks of worker roles are 
separately described. In each of the parts detailed descriptions of the purpose and 
implementation is given.

1.3. Problems and solutions

During the implementations some interesting problems arose and they needed to be solved. 
These problems and their solutions are given in the problems and solutions section.

Each problem is introduced, it’s effects are explained and the solution is given in detail.
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2. Properties explored in the implementation

2.1. Web Role

Web role is a type of worker in the Azure Platform which provides the front end for the 
application running in the cloud. Web role uses IIS to host the website, and so the properties 
supported by this role are everything that come with IIS 7 and ASP.Net. There is no need to 
configure the IIS by hand, because in the Azure Platform the IIS is configured automatically.
It should be taken into account that Azure Platform requires that in the production environment 
each role should have at least 2 instances of the role.

2.2. Worker Role

Worker role is a type of worker in the Azure Platform which is constantly running in the 
background and provides all the needed calculation power and time needed to complete the 
tasks in the application. Since each of these roles run on Windows Server 2008 R2 virtual 
machine, basically anything which runs on windows can also run in a worker role.

2.3. Queue Storage

Queue storage in the Azure Platform provides an asynchronous message transfer in the cloud. 
Each storage account of Azure subscription may have multiple queue storages.

Messages in the queue are stored in Base64 encoded form. Maximum size of the message stored 
in the queue is 8KB after the Base64 encoding. Since the expansion ratio of Base64 conversion 
is 4:3 the real maximum, decoded size of the message is 6KB.

Queue storage does not have maximum allowed number of messages in a queue at a time, but 
maximum Time-to-Live (TTL) for message is 7 days. Old messages are removed from the 
queue during the normal garbage collection.

Queue storage is accessed via HTTP REST interface[5], which supports communication using 
both HTTP and HTTPS. Authenticating to the interface is done by using the 256-bit secret key 
visible in the Azure Platform Management Portal, and including it in the HMAC SHA256 
signature created from the headers of each request in the REST interface. The REST interface 
supports multiple actions usual for queue type of storage.
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Put Message action is used to put a new message in the queue for later consuming. The 
message content itself should be in format that it can be UTF-8 encoded since it is stored and 
returned in Base64 encoded form. The size limit of the message content is 6144 bytes.

Get Messages action is used to fetch messages from the queue. In the request are included the 
number of messages to be fetched and the visibility timeout. Default amount of messages to 
fetch is 1, and the maximum amount of messages to receive per request is 32. Visibility timeout 
decides how long time the fetched message is kept hidden from other read attempts. The 
maximum value for visibility timeout is 2 hours and the default is 30 seconds. When getting 
messages a PopReceipt is passed to the reader. PopReceipt is unique between messages, and it 
changes for each read. So only the last reader of the message can control the message using the 
PopReceipt.

Delete Message action is used to remove a message from the queue. In the delete message 
request are included the queue name, message id and the PopReceipt. The PopReceipt is valid 
only until another reader has read the same message. When other reader reads the message, the 
control of the message is transferred to the new PopReceipt. If deleting is attempted using old 
PopReceipt the response is that the PopReceipt did not match.

Peek Messages action is used to peek into the queue, without hiding the messages. When 
peeking, the response does not include a PopReceipt, so messages cannot be deleted after 
peeking. Messages should be read with Get Messages in order to delete them.

Clear Queue action is used to flush all the queue messages from a queue. This action should be 
repeated until the response is success in order to make sure all the messages are cleared.

List Queues, Create Queue and Delete Queue are used to manage the queues in storage 
account.
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2.4. Table Storage

Table storage is a queryable persistent non-relational storage in Azure Platform. Each storage 
account in Azure subscription can have multiple table storages. The size of the tables is not 
limited, but one entity cannot be more than 1MB of size and the maximum number of properties 
per entity is 255, including the mandatory properties.

Each entity in the table storage includes at least the required properties, partition key, row key 
and timestamp. Partition key and row key together form the unique key for each entity. The 
Azure Platform also uses the partition key to decide where to physically store the data according 
to popularity and partition key is also used to group the related data. Some popular partitions 
might be put in location where they can get more resources. Partition key should be something 
that partitions the data rationally according to queries.

Table storage supports multiple types of data in properties[Picture 1].

Property Type Details

Binary An array of bytes up to 64 KB in size.

Bool A Boolean value.

DateTime A 64-bit value expressed as UTC time. The supported range of values is 
1/1/1601 to 12/31/9999.

Double A 64-bit floating point value.

GUID A 128-bit globally unique identifier.

Int A 32-bit integer.

Int64 A 64-bit integer.

String A UTF-16-encoded value. String values may be up to 64 KB in size.

Picture 1. Supported property types and limits in table storage. [1]

Since the table storage is not relational, the entities of same table may have different sets of 
properties.

As queue storage also table storage is accessible through HTTP REST interface[6].
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2.5. SQL Azure

SQL Azure is a Platform-as-a-Service(PaaS) and does not require any physical administration. 
SQL Azure behaves a lot like normal Microsoft SQL Server and includes many of the same 
properties. SQL Azure is managed from the Azure Platform Management Portal.

2.6. Internal Endpoints

Internal endpoints can be used to communicate between roles. Internal endpoints are not load 
balanced and are only usable inside one deployment and between deployments roles. Internal 
endpoint can be used to host for example a WCF Service.

2.7. External Endpoints

External endpoints can be used to offer a service for a consumer coming outside the 
deployments borders. Web role has automatically configured external endpoint in the port 80. 
These external endpoints are load balanced.

2.8. Interoperability

Since the roles are ran on Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2 virtual machine roles can include 
for example a full JRE and it can be used to run java binaries.

3. Common parts throughout the scenarios

The implementations were hosted on a common web role from which they were made available 
on an ASP.Net webpage. Also table entities and queue messages had the same form throughout 
the implementation. Table storage entities were used to store the comments in table storage and 
queue messages were used to asynchronously communicate with the worker role.
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3.1. Common master site

A common front end was chosen for the different versions of the comment service. Target was 
that the differenct scenarios were easily browsable and changing between different scenario 
would be seamless as possible. Using this approach all the scenarios were under one menu.
[Picture 2]

Picture 2. The menu in the common front end.

3.2. Table storage entities

Entities in the table storage include the message as text and a integer message id which is used 
to identify one particular message. Entity is demonstrated in Picture 3.

Name of the property Type Explanation
PartitionKey String Date as string in form 

”MMddyyyy”
RowKey String Globally unique guid
TimeStamp DateTime Insertion date and time
msgIndex Int32 Incrementing integer 

starting from 1.
Text String The main body of the 

comment
Picture 3. Description of entity in table storage.
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3.3. Handling table storage entities in code

For the table storage entities multiple classes were made. 

MessageData class defined the form of one table storage entity and was used to represent one 
message. [Picture 4]

MessageDataContext class was used to create the connection to the table storage. To start 
using the MessageDataContext it was first necessary to initialized the CloudStorageAccount 
with appropriate credentials. [Picture 5]

MessageDataDS class was used to provide a datasource to ASP.Net components and to the 
worker role if it was needed. Through this datasource the user could add[Picture 6], 
remove[Picture 7] and get[Picture 8] the messages ordered by msgIndex.

Picture 4. The MessageData class.

Picture 5. Shows the initializing of the CloudStorageAccount.

Picture 6. Adding a message. newItem represents the new message.
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Picture 7. Deleting a message.

Picture 8. Getting the messages in descending order.

3.4. Queue messages

The form of the messages in the queue was chosen to be a string which included an action and 
the message itself seperated by a semicolon.

Insert action was put in front of the message when the user wanted to add a new message. i.e. 
“Insert;My first message!”

Delete action was put in the message when the user removed a message. The message also 
included the msgIndex of the comment to be removed. i.e. “Delete;1”

SleepTime action was put in the message when the user wanted to change the amount of time 
the worker role waits before attempting to get a new message from the queue. The message also 
included the new time to wait in milliseconds. i.e. “SleepTime;1234” 
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4. Implementations

For the implementation of the Comment Service a web role and one worker role were chosen. 
Web role hosts a ASP.Net website from which the user then can insert a new message, view 
messages and remove messages. Possibility of changing the delay how often worker role reads 
the queue was also added. 

Three different versions of the Comment Service were made. First version included a worker 
role implemented fully using C#, second version was made to demonstrate interoperability and 
included worker role implemented in Java programming language, and the third version was 
made to test the SQL Azure.
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4.1. Diagram of the Comment Service

Picture 9. Diagram of the Comment Service.

1. The user
2. Web Role (Front end)
3. Queue storage
4. Worker Role (Back end)
5. Table storage
6. External User
7. Internal Endpoint
8. External Endpoint
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4.2. First version with C# .Net worker role

The first version of the comment service was made using C# .Net worker role. The worker role 
was used to read the queue and act accordingly when message was inserted into the queue. The 
worker role also hosted two services, one internal and one external.

4.2.1. Initializing the worker role

During the initialization of the worker role multiple action were made. 

 CloudQueueClient was initialized.
 The used queue storage was created if it did not already exist.
 Internal and external services were started.

When initializing the internal and external services the possible temporary failures of the 
initialization was taken to account and retry count of three was used. If services did not start in 
three attempts a request to recycle the worker role was signalled to the role environment. 
[Picture 10]

Picture 10. Request of the recycling.

4.2.2. Internal Endpoint

Internal endpoint[Picture 11] was designed to offer the website synchronous way to insert, 
delete and fetch all the messages from the table storage. Internal endpoint also offered the 
possibility for the user to adjust the time the worker role waits after attempting to read the 
queue.

Inserting the message was designed so it took the user input as an input parameter and 
constructed a MessageData from it. [Picture 12]
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Deleting the message was designed so it took the msgIndex as an input parameter and removed 
the corresponding message from the table storage. [Picture 13]

Fetching the messages was designed so that it could be used as a datasource in the ASP.Net 
component which was used to view the messages. This internal endpoint’s GetMessages method 
was decided not to require any authentication since it is not visible outside the cloud borders 
and is only invokable by the roles in the same deployment. [Picture 14]

Setting the sleep time was designed so that it changes the static Int32 variable inside the 
worker role which defines the time the worker role waits after each queue reading attempt. This 
method takes the user input as an input parameter. This method later turned out to be 
problematic and had to be separately ran in each of the worker role instance as described later in 
the thesis, in 5. problems and solutions [Picture 15]

Picture 11. The Internal endpoint’s service contract.

Picture 12. Inserting a new message into the table storage.

Picture 13. Deleting a message from the table storage.
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Picture 14. Getting the messages from the table storage.

Picture 15. Setting the sleep time.

4.2.3. External Endpoint

The External endpoint[Picture 16] was designed to offer an outside user possibility to fetch all 
the messages from the table storage. Extremely simple authentication was decided to be 
sufficient for this purpose implemented. Implementation of the external endpoint turned out to 
be somewhat problematic because of the load balancer as described in 5. Problems and 
solutions.

GetMsgs method was designed so it takes two strings as input parameters, other represents the 
username and other the password. [Picture 17]

Picture 16. The external endpoint’s service contract.

Picture 17. GetMsgs method of the external endpoint.
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4.2.4. Fetching messages through internal service

The web role was designed in this scenario to make use of worker roles offered internal 
endpoints and it was made to fetch the messages synchronously from the worker role. A new 
class  called Messages was implemented and it was then used as a datasource for the ASP.Net 
control which was used to show the messages for the user. 

The constructor[Picture 18] of the class Messages was used to open a new TCP channel to the 
first instance of the worker role and then the GetMessageEntries method[Picture 19] could be 
use as a datasource for the control.

Picture 18. Constructor of the Messages Class.

Picture 19. GetMessageEntries method of the class Messages.
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4.2.5. Handling the messages from the queue storage

The main task of the worker role was to process the messages put in the queue storage and act 
according to the action in the message. [Picture 19]

Picture 19. Flowchart of the worker role’s main loop.
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4.3. Second version with Java worker role

The second version of the worker role was made to test the interoperability of Windows Azure 
Platform. A Java application was created to be launched from inside the worker role and the 
whole JRE was included inside the role.

4.3.1. Fetching the messages directly from table 
storage to web role

In the interoperability example the messages were read directly from the table storage and 
offered as datasource to the ASP.Net component which viewed them. The MessageDataDS 
class was used to fetch the messages.

4.3.2. The Java application

The Java application was created using Windows Azure SDK for Java. The Azure SDK for Java 
abstracted the HTTP REST interfaces of the azure storages, more precisely queue and table 
storages which were used in this implementation.

In the case of the queue storage some own implementation of the REST interface was required 
to take advantage of the dequeue count inside the queue storage since the Windows Azure SDK 
for Java did not seem to provide this functionality.

The overall functionality of the Java worker was similar to the C# .Net worker and to get the 
overall picture reader can refer to the flowchart[Picture 19] above.

The azure storage account credentials were passed to the Java worker as a command line 
parameters since the Java worker did not have direct access to the service configuration file. To 
access the service configuration from Java would have meant implementing the Service 
Management API of Windows Azure Platform.

4.3.3. Including the JRE inside the worker

The inclusion of the JRE inside the project required some modification to the .csproj file, 
basically in the file had to be added a new item group which would include the resource folder 
which included the JRE, it’s subfolders and copy local property had to be set to true.[Picture 20]
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Picture 20. The modification to the .csproj file.

4.3.4. Starting up the Java application in the cloud

The Java application was launched from a C# .Net worker which only tasks were:

 Launch the Java application
 Pass the storage account credentials as command line parameters
 Wait for the Java application to exit

Since the file structure of the virtual machine which the role was ran on was not known in 
advance, the path to the JRE’s Java.exe had to be constructed in runtime.[Picture 20]

To launch the Java application using JRE, the Java application binary was copied in the same 
folder as the Java.exe and command line parameters “-jar filename <parameters>” was used.
[Picture 21]

Picture 20. Constructing the path to the Java.exe, which turned out to be 
“E:\approot\Files\jre6\bin\java.exe”.

Picture 21. Starting the Java application and waiting for the application to close.
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4.4. Third version with SQL Azure

The third and last version, and the simplest of the three was the version of the front end which 
utilized the SQL Azure service of the Windows Azure Platform. Since SQL Azure is a 
relational database and is not related to other storages in the platform, this third version was 
made to be completely separate from other version.

No separate worker role was needed for this example since all the actions to and from the 
database was made using ADO.Net Entity Framework directly from the front end. Initialization 
of the database was as easy as any Microsoft SQL Server database, only thing needed was a 
new ADO.Net Entity Data Model.

4.4.1. SQL Azure table

The MessageData table included a primary key, the message itself, date and time the message 
was inserted, and a short description from where the information was inserted into the database. 
The last column was not important since only way the data would be inserted into the database 
in these examples was from the Entity Framework.

Picture 22. The dbo.MessageData table in the SQL Azure service.

4.4.2. Adding a message into the table

Adding a new message into the table required the selection of maximum value of ID column, 
incrementing it by one and using it when inserting a new entity in the table[Picture 24]. All of 
these  actions was done inside a lock statement, although the lock was only applicable inside 
one instance of the web role.
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Picture 24. Inserting a new entity into the SQL Azure database using Entity Framework.

4.4.3. Removing a message from the table

Removal of  an entity from the table required a selection of the desired entity by id and passing 
it to the DeleteObject method.[Picture 25]

Picture 25. Deleting an entity from the table dbo.MessageData.

5. Problems and solutions

Some parts in the implementation turned out to be more problematic than they at first seemed to 
be. Static variables inside the worker roles did not work like first thought, and the external 
endpoint was not at first reachable because of the load balancing.

5.1. Static variables in the cloud

When working with an information what had to be common for all instances of worker role 
class a static variable was chosen to keep the value. It was also easy to change from the internal 
service.

Problem was when the worker roles are initialized in the Windows Azure Platform caches of 
individual instances of the roles are not shared. So multiple instances of the same class reside in 
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different virtual machines and this leads the change in the static variable to be only visible in the 
instance of the role which it was changed.

To overcome this problem a simple addition was made in the code which went through all the 
worker roles and changed the value separately on each instance of the role. [Picture 26]

Picture 26. Iterating through each of the instances of a worker role.

5.2. Making an external endpoint visible through load  
balancer

When trying to make external endpoint visible to the outside world from Windows Azure 
deployment the load balancer in the between turned out to be problematic. All the requests 
which were meant to the service were in reality going to the load balancer and the load balancer 
routed them to the worker role which offered the service.

First part of the solution was to add a UseRequestHeadersForMetadataAddress behaviour 
in the external service[3][Picture 27] and the second part was to set the 
AddressFilterMode behaviour to Any[4][Picture 28].

Picture 27. Adding the UseRequestHeadersForMetadataAddress behaviour.

Picture 28. Setting the AddressFilterMode to Any.
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6. Conclusions

Overall experience when working with Windows Azure Platform was surprising. The different 
properties and services offered in the platform were easy to comprehend and learn, and no 
wheels did not have to be re-invented. The examples implemented were rather simple but yet 
somewhat comprehensive. Good problems and gotchas did arise and they got solved. 

For anyone who has had any experience in .Net framework, C# and distributed computing, 
should easily be able to paint a picture for themselves what Windows Azure Platform is all 
about and how it could be used. It definitely opens new possibilities even for a developer with 
limited resources.

This experience with Windows Azure Platform has given me valuable experience in one of the 
biggest and most robust platform-as-a-service cloud services.
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